Giant schnauzers
Although a small entry in numbers the quality was extremely high. It was a pleasure to see these
beautiful dogs, thank you for bringing them for me judge.
Veteran Dog or Bitch (2 entries, 1 absent)
1. SCAPMAN’S ELLE NEGRA TO GROVELEA (imp), a sound and steady mover, with great muscle.
A good strong head, with a kind eye making a lovely expression, good strong rear and a
lovely wagging tail to add to the appeal. I liked her a lot and ended the day as my BVIS,
watching her move around the ring made me smile.
Minor puppy dog (no entries)
Puppy dog (no entries)
Junior dog (no entries)
Post graduate dog (no entries)
Open dog (2entries)
1. CH PHILOMA MAN AFTER MIDNIGHT, a strong masculine dog who is an absolute showman.
He has a strong topline which he keeps on the move. With his muscular rear he moved well
around the ring.
2. DRAXPARK LOTS TO LIKE, another good dog, slightly heavier than 1. Nice head and eye and
makes a lovely outline. Not as strong in the rear going away.
Minor puppy bitch (no entries)
Puppy bitch (no entries)
Junior bitch (no entries)
Post graduate bitch (2entries, 2 absent)
Open bitch (2 entries)
Two lovely bitches of good type, making it a difficult decision to choose between them
1. FERNCLIFFE PISTOLS AT DAWN FOR RUFFHAUS, a beautiful strong girl, but still ultra
feminine, shown today in great condition, super muscle and a great coat, very good front
and strong rear, she moved steady and soundly and held herself well going making a lovely
outline. Her front, neck and topline won her BOB today.
2. BEL & NED CH GROVELEA BOSSANOVA, another lovely girl who was great to go over, as
above shown today in fantastic condition and moving well around the ring, a very close
RBOB.
Judge Lucy Dixon

